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K1X HARDWOOD 

The Hardwood line is K1X’ emphatic contribution to team basketball, developed for ballplayers who share our credo: 
“Play hard”. Created “by ballers for ballers”, this collection of team gear for men, women and kids brings K1X’ unique 
flavor to the court.

K1X Hardwood is proud to outfit a selection of stellar pro teams, including Giessen 46ers, s.Oliver Würzburg, 
Mitteldeutscher BC, Science City Jena, BG Göttingen, Hamburg Towers, Nürnberg Falcons BC (Germany), Limburg 
United (Belgium), USK Prag, and the NBBL/JBBL powerhouses: Urspring Academy and International Basketball 
Academy Munich (IBAM).  

The 2020/21 edition of the K1X Hardwood collection boasts a number of technical improvements including a new inside 
waistband on all of the shorts and new labels for the entire line. As well as two all new uniforms sets, named Tripe 
Double and Varsity, respectively.

Play hard – don’t embarrass our products.

www.k1x.com
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Reversible Practice Shorts mk2
7400-0004

The updated version of K1X’ classic reversible practice 
shorts features a new cut and three color ways. 
The mk2-version boasts the K1X tag logo printed on 
both sides. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 24,95

Colors:
0010 - black/white
4153 - blue/white
6436 - red/navy
4036 -purple/grey

Reversible Practice Jersey mk2
7200-0007

The updated version of K1X’ classic reversible practice 
jersey features a new cut and three color ways. 
The mk2-version boasts the K1X tag logo printed on 
both sides. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 24,95

Colors:
0010 - black/white
4153 - blue/white
6436 - red/navy
4036 -purple/grey

ON COURT



Reversible Game Jersey
2163-4000

Newly designed reversible jersey for game use, made from 
breathable lightweight mesh material. Characteristic vertical 
stripe on one side. Two jerseys for the price of one. Available 
in four color options. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 27,95

Colors:
0010 - black/white
6100 - red/white
3109 - green/white
4038 - blue/white

Reversible Game Shorts
2163-4100

Newly designed reversible shorts for game use, made from 
breathable lightweight mesh material. Characteristic vertical 
stripe on one side. Two shorts for the price of one. Available in 
four color options. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 27,95

Colors:
0010 - black/white
6100 - red/white
3109 - green/white
4038 - blue/white

ON COURT



K1X Triple Double Jersey
2192-4010

New extra light uniform set in shiny closed mesh. With 
lateral contrast panel for slick top-to-bottom design - 
and best perormance attributes. 
Soft tricot lining in 100% polyester with moisture wicking 
function. New pattern with slit at sideseam.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 24,95

Colors:
0001 - black/white
6600 - red/white
1600 - white/red
1100 - white/black

K1X Triple Double Shorts
2192-4010

New extra light uniform set in shiny closed mesh. With lateral 
contrast panel for slick top-to-bottom design - and best 
perormance attributes. Soft tricot lining in 100% polyester 
with moisture wicking function. New pattern with slit at 
sideseam

XXS - 3XL _____€ 29,95

Colors:
0001 - black/white
6600 - red/white
1600 - white/red
1100 - white/black

ON COURT



K1X Varsity Jersey
2192-4011

New uniform set in closed mesh. With V-Neck and 
high-end pipings for original old-school look - and 
highest performance attributes. 100% polyester with 
moisture wicking function. New pattern with longer 
back and v-neck, slit at bottom hem woven ripstape 
along armholes and collar.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 24,95

Colors:
1100 - white/black
0001 - black/white

K1X Varsity Shorts
2192-4111

New uniform set in closed mesh. With high-end pipings and a 
little shorter in length for original old-school look. Soft tricot 
lining in 100% polyester with moisture wicking function.
New pattern with woven ripstape along sideseam and slit at 
bottom hem.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 29,95

Colors:
1100 - white/black
0001 - black/white

ON COURT



ON COURT

Anti Gravity Jersey Camouflage
2106-4000

Newly designed performance jersey that combines 
a fashionable design with the highest performance 
attributes. K1X’ lightest jersey to date does not feature 
any unnecessary seams or bindings but added a round 
cut on the back of the jersey. Moisture wicking materials 
and highly breathable. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 24,95

Colors:
0016 - black camo
1103 - white camo
6027 - red camo

Anti Gravity Shorts Camouflage
2106-4100

Newly designed performance shorts, matching the Anti 
Gravity jersey, that combine a fashionable design with the 
highest performance attributes. Feather-light shorts that do 
not feature any unnecessary seams or bindings but added a 
round cut on the back of the legs. Moisture wicking materials 
and highly breathable. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 34,95

Colors:
0016 - black camo
1103 - white camo
6027 - red camo

Kevin (Berlin)



Brandon Thomas (46ers)
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Anti Gravity Jersey
2106-4000

Newly designed performance jersey that combines 
a fashionable design with the highest performance 
attributes. K1X’ lightest jersey to date does not feature 
any unnecessary seams or bindings but added a round 
cut on the back of the jersey. Moisture wicking materials 
and highly breathable. Available in five color ways. 
100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 19,95

Colors:
4035 - amaranth/purple
4027 - blue/white
6654 - red/white
1000 - white/black
0010 - black/white

Anti Gravity Shorts
2106-4100

Newly designed performance shorts, matching the Anti 
Gravity jersey, that combine a fashionable design with the 
highest performance attributes. Feather-light shorts that do 
not feature any unnecessary seams or bindings but added a 
round cut on the back of the legs. Moisture wicking materials 
and highly breathable. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 27,95

Colors:
4035 - amaranth/purple 
4027 - blue/white
6654 - red/white
1000 - white/black
0010 - black/white

ON COURT



Colors:
1816 - white/anthracite
4557 - royal/navy/white

Double X Jersey
7200-0008

High performance jersey, delivering a unique old school 
flavor due to the trademark Double X collar. Available in 
two different color ways, all made out of highly breathable, 
moisture wicking FNCTN material with an embroidered K1X 
logo. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 29,95

Colors:
1816 - white/anthracite
4557 - royal/navy/white

Double X Shorts
7400-0005

High performance shorts, delivering a unique old school 
flavor due to the trademark Double X trim. Available in two 
different color ways, all made out of highly breathable, 
moisture wicking FNCTN material with an embroidered K1X 
logo. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 34,95

Colors:
0019 - black camo/black
6000 - red/black
8805 - stone
0010 - black/white

Big Hole Mesh Double X Jersey
7200-0010

High performance jersey, delivering a unique old school 
flavor due to the trademark Double X collar. Available in 
four different color ways, all made out of highly breathable, 
moisture wicking FNCTN material with an embroidered K1X 
logo. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 29,95

Colors:
0019 - black camo/black
6000 - red/black
8805 - stone
0010 - black/white

Big Hole Mesh Double X Shorts
7400-0006

High performance shorts, delivering a unique old school 
flavor due to the trademark Double X trim. Available in four 
different color ways, all made out of highly breathable, 
moisture wicking FNCTN material with an embroidered K1X 
logo. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 34,95

ON COURT



Ladies Double X Shorts
7400-0007

K1X‘ Ladies Double X Shorts was designed specifically for 
lady ballplayers. The same premium quality materials and 
trademark Double X seams as the men‘s version, but with 
cuts and sizes engineered to fit the needs of female athletes. 
Available in four color ways. 100% polyester.

XXS - 2XL _____€ 29,95

Colors:
4035 - amaranth/purple
4265 - lagoon/black
4652 - navy/flame/white
1000 - white/black
6018 - cherry red/black/white
0010 - black/white

Ladies Double X Jersey
7200-0012

K1X‘ Ladies Double X Jersey was designed specifically for 
lady ballplayers. The same premium quality materials and 
trademark Double X seams as the men‘s version, but with 
cuts and sizes engineered to fit the needs of female athletes. 
Available in four color ways. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 29,95

Colors:
4035 - amaranth/purple
4265 - lagoon/black
4652 - navy/flame/white
1000 - white/black
6018 - cherry red/black/white
0010 - black/white

ON COURT WMNS
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Hardwood Sleeveless Tee
2106-2400

The updated version of our sleeveless, super comfortable 
practice shirt features a printed K1X tag logo and Basketball 
print on the chest. Looks like cotton – but this fine piece is 
made of a feather-light, ultra soft technical fabric with 
moisture wicking features. 90% polyester, 10% spandex.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 24,95

Colors:
0001 - black
1100 - white
8801 - heather grey
6654 - red

Colors:
0001 - black
1100 - white
8801 - heather grey
6654 - red

PRACTICE

Hardwood Tee
2106-2500

This super comfortable practice shirt features a printed K1X 
Basketball logo on the chest. It might look like cotton, but this 
short-sleeved shirt is made from the finest fibers – feather-
light, ultra-soft and it moves moisture away from the body. 90% 
polyester, 10% spandex.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 27,95



Anti Gravity Longsleeve Shooting Shirt
2106-4200

The newly designed feather-light shooting shirt matches the Anti 
Gravity jersey and shorts. Available in two basic color ways made 
from highly breathable mesh material. The most fashionable of 
the shooting shirts features a round cut on the back side and no 
additional seams or bindings. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 34,95 

Colors:
1100 - white/white
0001 - black/black

WARM-UP

Ladies Double X Shooting Shirt
2106-4202

This highly breathable shooting shirt matches the Ladies Double 
X uniform. Light weight, moisture wicking FNCTN material, 
v-neck collar, K1X tag logo embroidery. Anti-static and quick dry 
peformance functions. Feminine cut for favourable waistline. 
100% polyester.

XS - XL _______€ 29,95

Color:
1000 - white/black
0010 - black/white

Double X Shooting Shirt
7200-0011

This highly breathable shooting shirt matches the Double X
uniform and Big Hole Mesh Double X uniform. Light weight,
moisture wicking FNCTN material, v-neck collar, K1X tag
logo embroidery. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 29,95

Color:
1000 - white/black
0010 - black/white
4035 - amaranth/purple



K1X Small Tag Tee
2192-2510

This classic short-sleeved v-neck shooting shirt ties back to the 
League Uniform combo. Ultra light, high-tech FNCTN material, 
contrast pipings, embroidered K1X logo. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 27,95

Colors:
8801 - grey heather
4035 - amarath purple
1100 - white
0001 - black

K1X Small Tag Hoody
2192-2110

Our durable basic tee is made of stretchy dry fit jersey (moisture 
whicking). A small tag logo on the right shoulder is all this hoody 
needs. Ideal for team travel, warm-up or fan merchandise. 

XXS - 3XL _____€ 54,95 

Colors:
0001 - black/black
8801 - lightgrey heather

OFF COURT



Coaching Polo
7200-0005

Cotton polo shirt with reinforced cuffs for long lasting fit. 
Embroidered K1X tag logo on the chest. 100% cotton.

S - 3XL _______€ 29,95

Color:
8806 - heather grey
0001 - black

Hardwood Longsleeve
2181-2600

This functional longsleeve shirt is the ideal all-rounder. 
Feather-light, moisture wicking and ultra soft, our extra comfy 
longsleeve is ready for warmup action, post-game chilling and 
travel situations. 90% polyester, 10% spandex.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 34,95

Colors:
8801 - grey heather
0001 - black

OFF COURT



Hardwood Hoody mk3
2106-2100

The yet again updated version of K1X´ super comfortable pre- & postgame 
hoody features a high-end K1X tag logo embroidery and a Basketball
application on the chest. Relaxed fit and fleece-like feeling on the inside. 
50% cotton, 50% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 54,95 

Colors:
8801 - grey/heather
0001 - black

Hardwood Zip Hoody
2106-2200

Introduced by popular demand: our Hardwood Hoody is now available as a 
zipper version. Improved materials, K1X tag logo on the chest, full length 
zipper. Relaxed fit, premium fleece-like feeling on the inside. 
50% cotton, 50% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 59,95 

Colors:
8801 - grey/heather
0001 - black

Hardwood Sweatpants mk3
2106-4400

The yet again updated version of K1X´ super comfortable pre- & postgame 
sweatpants features a high-end K1X tag logo and a Basketball application. 
Relaxed fit. Fleece-like feeling on the inside. 50% cotton, 50% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 49,95 

Colors:
8801 - grey/heather
0001 - black

OFF COURT



Hardwood Team Jacket
2171-4300

The Team Jacket offers ideal comfort for ballplayers before 
and after the game as well as while traveling. Featuring 
reinforced cuffs at collar, wrists and hips as well as a 
zipper pocket on each side of the jacket. Tonal “play hard” 
piping on arms to match pants. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 59,95

Colors:
0001 - black/black

Hardwood Team Pants
2171-4400

Comfortable and convenient for travel, pre-game and post-
game action. The Team Pants feature a reinforced hip-cuff 
and two side pockets as well as an additional zipper pocket 
on the back. Tear-away push-buttons (from the ankles up to 
the knees) provide ventilation and swift on/off function, when 
wearing sneakers. Tonal “play hard” piping on legs to match 
jacket. 100% polyester.

XXS - 3XL _____€ 49,95

Colors:
0001 - black/black

OFF COURT



Hardwood Parka
2203-1000

Our all new Hardwood Team Parka was conceived to 
supply our travelling teams with that valuable pre-game 
and post-game comfort for all weather conditions, while 
remaining surprisingly affordable. Made of 100% polyester 
with DWR finish, this jacket also boats a vegan (fake) down 
filler, four fleece-lined pockets as well as an inside-chest 
pocket, adjustable hood, doubled cuffs, anti-static lining 
and a durable ripstop shellfabric (which could be refinded 
with your team logos or name). Now your squad can tackle 
those nasty winters in style.  

XS - 3XL ______€ 99,95

Colors:
0001 - black

OFF COURT



ACCESSORIES

Hardwood Kinda Invisible Socks mk2
2106-5501

86% cotton, 14% spandex.

M - XXL ______€ 7,95

Colors:
1100 - white
0001 - black

Hardwood Headband
7900-0001

100% cotton.
One size fits all. 

€ 7,95.

Colors:
1100 - white
0001 - black
4401 - navy
4465 - purple
6605 - true red
2230 - orange

Hardwood Game Time Socks mk2
2106-5500

86% cotton, 14% spandex.

M - XXL ______€ 8,95

Colors:
1100 - white
0001 - black

Tech Compression Socks
2171-5500

Our new compression socks were created for enhanced 
athletic performance - and reduced muscular regeneration 
time. Ideal stability and fit are secured via graduated degrees 
of compression, supporting blood circulation in the process 
(higher pressure on foot and ankle vs. lower pressure on calf). 
Tiny silver ions on the surface of the fiber boast antibacterial 
properties and act as a deodorant to suppress the development 
of fungi and odor. Ultra comfortable. M = 39-42 EU / L = 42-45 
EU / XL = 45-48 EU / 2XL = 48-51 EU.
82% polyamide, 11% siltex, 7% spandex.

M - XXL ______€ 22,95

Colors:
0010 - black/white
0606 - black/red

Hardwood Team Towel
2172-5500

140cm x 70cm. Extra large. Ultra soft.
100% cotton.

€ 29,95

Colors:
1000 - white/black

Hardwood Wristbands
7900-0002

100% cotton.
One size fits all. 2 per pack. 

€ 9,95.

Colors:
1100 - white
0001 - black
4401 - navy
4465 - purple
6605 - true red
2230 - orange



Gametime Bag
2201-5612

72cm x 40cm x 35cm. Ultimate high-end bag built for 
ballplayers. Features: net ball pocket, removable mesh sack 
for post-game laundry, insulated cool drink compartment, 
padded shoulder strap and backpack straps, side strap, 
reinforced bottom, separate compartments for footwear, 
fitted hats and jewelry. Material: 100% polyester.

€ 69,95

Color:
0001 - black

Team Dufflebag
2201-5610

65cm x 35cm x 35cm. Our latest creation to the K1X 
travel program was designed to carry a whole set 
ot team uniforms (at least 14 jerseys and shorts). 
Reinforced flooring for extra durability and comfort. 
Large mesh pocket inside (laundry) and practical 
zipper pocket outside (valuables, keys etc.). Detachable 
shoulder strap with extra padding for varied transport.
Functinal and reliable. 100% polyester.

€ 49,95

Color: 
0001 - black

BAGS

K1X Streets Backpack
2201-5611

34cm x 51cm x 15cm. The premium 
version of our best-selling backpack feat. 
several new upgrades. Separate laptop 
compartment, three additional pockets, 
zipper pocket, storage space for days.  
Every baller‘s go-to backpack.
Material: 100% polyester.

€ 59,95

Color: 
0001 - black

Ball Camp Backpack mk5
2201-5613

46cm x 44cm x 17cm. Latest edition of 
K1X’ legendary baller backpack. Huge 
storage space. Ventilated footwear 
pockets. Net for safe basketball 
transport. Padded straps.
Material: 100% polyester.

€ 49,95

Colors:
0001 - black
4401 - navy



Eye Oh Basketball
2212-5802 (Size 7)
2212-5803 (Size 5 - orange only)

Our best selling basketball. For the price of the Eye Oh 
Basketball, the competition only offers a stiff PVC ball. 
Multi-functional and ultra-durable indoor/outdoor ball. 
Outer layer is made of highest grade microfiber PU. The 
upper boasts sticky grip and features a sponge-rubber 
sub-layer for ideal touch. Official size and weight.

Size 7 _______€ 49,95
Size 5 _______€ 39,95

Colors:
0001 - black
2230 - orange

Ultimate Pro Basketball 
2212-5800 (Size 7)
2212-5801 (Size 6)

Best performance basketball by K1X, constructed for indoor use, 
but can be used outdoors also. Soft touch surface. Maximum grip. 
Official size and weight. Made of high-end Japanese max grip 
microfiber PU. Featuring sponge-rubber backing material, the 
Ultimate Pro Basketball reigns supreme.

Size 6/7 ______€ 59,95

Color:
2230 - orange

Million Bucks Basketball
2212-5804

Outdoor/Indoor. Durable inside-shell for outstanding and 
permanent form. High-quality and vulcanized rubber. 
Ultra sticky grip. 3D molded surface. Material: highest grade 
rubber. A real basketball for the price for which other guys
only offer a toy basketball. Official size (7) and weight.

Size 7 _______€ 19,95

Colors:
0001 - black
2230 - orange
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